SCUBA BSA

Hosted by

Information

SCUBA BSA is not a Diver Certification or SCUBA Diving Merit Badge! It is an introduction to SCUBA!

- Scouts must be 10 or older and comfortable in the water to sign up for SCUBA BSA. Adults can sign up too!
- Lecture Class at Davey Bones Scuba Center in Barberton, OH & Pool Class at YMCA of Wooster Ellen Shapiro Natatorium in Wooster, OH.
- Cost $50 prior to event day. No day-of registration.
- Registration Information at www.crew820bsa.com/registration! If you have any question email Crew820BSA@gmail.com

Schedule

Winter SCUBA BSA — 12/04/21 8:00A to 1:00P — BSA Swimmer Test, Buddy System, Hazards Associated with SCUBA Diving, Purpose of Basic Diving Equipment, Locate Air Gauge/Recognize Caution Zone, Don/Adjust Equipment, Underwater Demonstrate/Recognize Hand Signals, Inflate/Deflate BCD, Demonstrate Compressed Air Breathing Habits, Clear Regulator Using Exhalation/Purge-Button Methods, Recover Regulator Hose, Clear Partially Flooded Mask, Swim Underwater SCUBA Equipment/Properly Equalizing Ears/Mask, & Locate/Read Submersible Pressure Gauge and Signal

or

Spring SCUBA BSA — 04/02/22 8:00A to 1:00P — BSA Swimmer Test, Buddy System, Hazards Associated with SCUBA Diving, Purpose of Basic Diving Equipment, Locate Air Gauge/Recognize Caution Zone, Don/Adjust Equipment, Underwater Demonstrate/Recognize Hand Signals, Inflate/Deflate BCD, Demonstrate Compressed Air Breathing Habits, Clear Regulator Using Exhalation/Purge-Button Methods, Recover Regulator Hose, Clear Partially Flooded Mask, Swim Underwater SCUBA Equipment/Properly Equalizing Ears/Mask, & Locate/Read Submersible Pressure Gauge and Signal

Aquatic Opportunities/Activities

Crew 820 BSA offers a variety of opportunities/activities please see reverse side for other programs!